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R o n d ò  c o v e R

The Rondò system has been created with the aim of making the standard kitchen sink smoother 
and pleasing aesthetically improving the overall aspect of the sink.

Today with more of 40 years of experience in hydro sanitary branch, call ourselves in the specific, producer of 
fittings for kitchen sinks and are in particular involved in the production of:
- Waste fittings 3”. ½ - thread 1”. ½  Stainless steel  and plastic
- Basket strainers 3”. ½ - thread 2”  Australian Market
- Outlet 1”. ½    Stainless steel
- Bottle trap   “S” body
- Bottle trap    “Bottle” body

Usually we are placed in the medium-high market’s section and honour the cooperation with leaders company 
producers of sinks.

We name the principal markets you find ALBA 2 MPM SRL:
europe: all countries.
north America: USA, Canada.
South America: Brazil, Argentine, Venezuela.
Middle east: Saudi Arabia, Qatar.
Asia: Singapore, India, Thailand, Malaysia.
Australia, new Zeland.

Our company is certified ISO 9001:2000 year 2003 and owns the main products’ approvals released by:
LGA: Europe.
WH: North America.
WATER MARK:  Australia.
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Get used to look at things 
from a new perspective...

... this one!

The constant evolution of the kitchen sink sector urged us 
to develop a new product to match square or slightly radiat 
kitchen sinks.
An alternative to the rounded shape, the new square kitchen 
sink is consistent with the most recent design trends. 
In approaching the market, the new 7000 SERIES reflects the 
high  quality 
criteria and careful selection of materials characterising all 
ALBA2MPM products.

The 7000 SERIES is available in the brushed or polished steel 
versions, with different overflow pipes and pop-up system 
equipped with square handle.

From now on, looking at things from a new 
perspective is up to you!

Sometimes being 
“level-headed” 

can be an advantage! 

1969: ALBA was born to design and create MOULDS for the moveding.
1970: A new branch equipped with oilhydraulics press for the injection moulding is opened. The company becomes ALBA 
MPM LTD (Plastic material hand-made).
1971: The high technology equipment of the staff takes the company to a huge development in the moulding on behalf of 
external firms. In the meanwhite the experienced promoters understand to balance the production on behalf of third people 
with an own production. The technological progress of this time pushes the plastic material compared to the metal one. A 
new field to win is discovered, namely the hydrosanitary sector and more precise the sifon fittings. The moplen sifon enters 
the market.
1975: The ALBA MPM, very appreciated in the technical-industrial sector, covers a big share of the domestic market after 4 
years from the begining of the own production.
1976: Development requires room: a new workshop over 3000 square meters was planned.
1977: ALBA MPM moves to the new center in Brozzo V.T..The new technology is applied both to the technical items and to 
the “SIFONE” production. New machines tool enter the workshop, new oilhydraulics press enrich the moveding department.
1978/79: The technical office is completely changed. The computer era leads the planning.
1980: White the moulding on behalf of external firms follows its natural technical increament, the hydrosanitary field knows 
an exciting development. Thanks to the associated compnay FEMA, the ALBA sifon, with its logo, enters the most important 
markets, competing witen the main italian companies.
1981: The department for the moulds design becomes indipendent: ALBA MPM remains as moulds workshop. ALBA 2 MPM 
was born to receive both the technical and hydrosanitary production.
1982/90: The development goes on: the maoveding keeps on working at the center in Brozzo. The moveding workshop 
covers on its .own and on cooperation 30 blocks. In Gardone V.T. on an area of over 3000 square meters grow warehouses 
for assembly and .stocking.
1995: The hydrosanitary field lives a deep competition and must be divided. ALBA 2 MPM adresses to the waste pipe for 
kitchen. In a few years it goes alongside with one of the biggest italian leader of the sector. These years begins the conquest 
of forcign markets.
1997: The room becomes insufficient.
1998/99: The third millennium challenges require far-sightedness. A nex brand branch was born an 10.000 square meters in 
the strategic area of Rodengo Saiano where the main roads meet.
2000: ALBA 2 MPM covers 15.000 square meters. It is composed of oil-hydraulics press of 50 to 1200 t., internal and external 
mechanic workshop, welding department, assembly and warehouses further to the experience of well-trained men.
2000: The famous waste-pipe by ALBA 2 MPM with all the huge range of MPM items are exported to ASIA, Europe, Africa, 
America and Australia.


